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Due to the quick development of mobile, ubiquitous, cloud, network and communication systems and
applications, many computer and communication systems, wired or wireless, have been proposed to pro-
vide their users (human or other systems) with different services. However, hackers may anytime and
anywhere attack these systems for stealing a company’s business secrets or a person’s credit card infor-
mation, penetrating a system to show the achievement of their professional skills, preventing a system
from providing its normal operations just for fun, etc. Also, a software system cannot be perfectly devel-
oped. So sometimes it may fail or out of services. To prevent a system from being attacked or intruded,
we need various security mechanisms to protect our systems and the information delivered between/a-
mong them. To realize the probability of a system, we have to derive its reliability model and predict
when it may fail. Then we can do something in advance. That is why information security and system
reliability models have been important issues in recent computer and communication research. They are
also the reasons why this special issue is created.

This special issue collects six papers that discuss different aspects of software reliability and system
security technologies. Most of them are selected from those submitted to and presented in the 8th Inter-
national Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security (ARES 2013)1. Their focuses are mainly
on how to prevent a system from being attacked, and what the reliability model of a software system is.

• The first article “Reliability Prediction for Component-based Software Systems with Architectural-
level Fault Tolerance Mechanisms” [1] presents a novel extension built upon the core model of a
recent component-based reliability prediction approach to offer an explicit and flexible definition
of reliability-relevant behavioral aspects (i.e. error detection and error handling) of fault tolerance
mechanisms, and the evaluation of their reliability impact in the dependence of the whole system
architecture and usage profile. This approach is validated in two case studies, by modeling the
reliability, conducting reliability predictions and sensitivity analyses, and demonstrating its ability
to support design decisions.

• The second article “Supporting Common Criteria Security Analysis with Problem Frames” [2]
proposed a threat analysis method to improve the Common Criteria threat analysis and the deriva-
tion of security objectives based upon an attacker model, which considers different attacker types
that threaten only specific parts of a system. The authors also provided tool support for checking
consistency and the completeness of the specified software systems using OCL expressions and
illustrate the method with the development of a smart metering gateway system.
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1ARES 2013 was held in Regensburg, Germany on September 2-6, 2013. http://www.ares-conference.eu/ares2013/
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• The next article “Plausibilistic Entropy and Anonymity” [3] detailed side-by-side comparison be-
tween plausibilistic entropy and Shannon entropy, and underlined a promising level of compati-
bility between them. At the end, the author presents the vision on how to define a measure for
anonymity based on plausibilistic entropy and how such a definition can be employed to serve
practical purposes.

• In the fourth paper “Analyzing Android’s Full Disk Encryption Feature” [4], the authors gave a
structured analysis of the software-based encryption method of Android 4.0, and presented a tool
named EvilDroid to show that with physical access to an encrypted smartphone only (i.e., without
user level privileges), the Android system partition can be subverted with keylogging. Addition-
ally, as it was exemplary shown by attacks against Galaxy Nexus devices in 2012, Android-driven
ARM devices are vulnerable to cold boot attacks. This paper demonstrated that Android’s soft-
ware encryption can be improved to withstand cold boot attacks by performing AES entirely on
the CPU without RAM and then the cold boot attacks on encryption keys can be defeated.

• The fifth article “Enforcing Reputation Constraints on Business Process Workflows” [5] con-
tributed to solve the problem of how to calculate service and service provider reputation values
of a cloud system by defining a model which calculates service reputation levels with a BPEL-
based business workflow. These reputation levels are used to control the execution of the workflow
based on service-level agreement constraints provided by the users. The main contributions of this
article are presenting a formal meaning for BPEL processes, which is constrained by reputation
requirements from the users, and then demonstrating that these requirements can be enforced using
a reference architecture with a case scenario from the domain of distributed map processing.

• The last paper “A New Certficateless Blind Signature Scheme” [6] proposed a new efficient prov-
ably secure certificateless blind signature scheme, the security of which can be proven to be equiv-
alent to solving computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) and chosen-target CDH problem in the ran-
dom oracle model.

Although the articles selected in this special issue address several important aspects of emerging soft-
ware reliability and system security Technologies, many security areas and software reliability models
need to be intensively enhanced and developed, like how to effectively prevent Denial of Services and
Distributed Denial of Services attacks, how to detect and avoid an insider attack, and the way to increase
the reliability of a cloud system and its services, etc. We hope these threatens can be solved one by one
and dependable software models can be further improved in the near future.

At last, we would like to extend our special thanks to Dr. Ilsun You who is the EiC of JoWUA as
well as Ms. Yvonne Poul who is the guest editorial assistant for this special issue. Without their help,
this special issue cannot be published on time.
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